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ABSTRACT. The ./'unction 
1 
~~ = 1 + e-iOsgnt[tla ' ~ E (0,2) ,  0 E ( - ~ ,  rr], 
is a characteristic function of a probability distribution iff" 101 _< m i n ( - ~ ,  ~r - -~ ) .  This distribution is 
absolutely continuous;for 0 = 0 it is symmetric. The latter case was introduced by Linnik in 1953 [13] and 
several applications were found later. The case 0 ~ 0 was introduced by Klebanov, Maniya, and Melamed in 
1984 [9], while some special cases were considered previously by Laha [12] and Pillai [18]. In 1994, Kotz, 
Ostrovskii and Hayfavi [10] carried out a detailed investigation of  analytic and asymptotic properties of  the 
density of  the distribution for  the symmetric case 0 = O. We generalize their results to the non-symmetric 
case 0 ~ O. As in the symmetric ease, the arithmetical nature of the parameter ot plays an important role, but 
several new phenomena appear. 
1. Introduct ion 
In 1953, Linnik [13] proved that the function 
1 
gou(t) = 1 + It[ c~ ' oe 6 (0, 2) ,  (1.1) 
is a characteristic function of a symmetric probability density pa (x). Since then, the family of 
symmetric Linnik's densities {p~(x) : ot ~ (0, 2)} has had several probabilistic applications (see, 
e.g., [1]-[6]). In 1994, Kotz et al. [10] carried out a detailed investigation of analytic and asymptotic 
properties of p~ (x). 
In 1984, Klebanov et al. [9], introduced the concept of geometric strict stability and proved 
that the family of geometrically strictly stable densities coincides with the family of densities with 
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characteristic functions 
' ( v  , , z r  - . ( 1 . 2 )  ~P~ = 1 +ei~ a ce ~ (0, 2), 101 _< rain zrot 
A few years ago, it turned out that these densities have useful applications in modeling financial 
data [11, 14]. In 1992, Pakes [17] showed that, in some characterization problems of Mathematical 
Statistics, the probability densities with characteristic functions (1.2) play an important role. These 
densities can be viewed as generalizations of symmetric Linnik's densities. For Iol = rain ( -~ ,  7c - 
-~) ,  these densities appeared in the papers by Laha [12] and Pillai [18]. Therefore, the problem 
of the study of analytic and asymptotic properties of the densities with characteristic function given 
by (1.2) seems to be of interest. 
As it was shown by Pakes [17], the function 
1 
qg~ = ~ 6 (0, 2), 0 6 (-zr,  st] , 
1 + e-iOsgnt ltla ' 
(1.3) 
is a characteristic function of a probability distribution iff 
I01 < min , zr - , (1.4) 
The distribution is absolutely continuous. We denote its density by pO (x). Clearly, for 0 = 0, 
pO (x) coincides with symmetric Linnik's density pa (x). For 0 ~= 0 we call pO (x) non-symmetric 
Linnik's density. We study analytic and asymptotic properties of pO (x) and obtain generalizations 
of the results of [10]. As in the symmetric case, convergence of series expansions of pO (x) depends 
on the arithmetical nature of the parameter ~. However, several new phenomena appear connected 
with the non-symmetry parameter 0. 
2. Statement of  Results 
Theorem 1. 
The distribution function of the characteristic function ~o ~ (t ) is absolutely continuous and its 
density pO (x) can be represented in the form 
2TOt, ( i ) f o r O < o l < l ,  O < O < r c c t / 2 a n d l < o t < 2 ,  0 < 0  <~r 2 ,  
pO(x ) = sin (-~ _+ Os9nx)n fo ~ 
e-ylxly~dy 
1 + ei~ 2 ' 
x ~ R ,  (2.1) 
~o~. (ii)for 1 < a < 2, 0 = zr 2 ' 
sin(srcO fo ~ eyXyC~dY 
pO(x ) = Jr I i_ei ,~,~y~[2 
e - X  /o~ 
,X < 0 ,  
, x > O ,  
(2.2) 
(iii) for - s t  < 0 < O, we have 
p~ (x)  = pg~  ( - x ) ,  x ~ ~ . (2.3) 
The set of all pairs (~, 0) for which ~po (t) is a characteristic function of a probability distribution 
is a diamond-shaped region described by (1.4) where 0 < ~ < 2. The points (0, 0) and (2, 0) are 
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not included in the set. Note that the point (2, 0) can be interpreted as the well-known Laplace 
distribution with the characteristic function ~02(t) = (1 + t2) -1 and the density p2(x) = e- lx l /2 .  
We shall denote this set by P D  and call it the parametrical domain. Denote by P D  + the part of 
P D  consisting of pairs (ot, 0) such that 0 > 0. Without loss of  generality, we can restrict our study 
of p ~  to P D  + since one can obtain p~  for (ot, 0) 6 P D \ P D  + from (2.3). 
Recall that a function f ( x )  defined on an interval I C ~ is called completely monotonic (resp., 
absolutely monotonic) if it is infinitely differentiable on I and, moreover, for any x ~ I and any 
k -----0,1 . . . . .  ( - 1 ) k f ( ~ ) ( x )  >_ 0 (resp., f( lO(x) >_ 0). 
The following theorem related to analytic properties of pO (x) was proved in the symmetric 
case 0 -- 0 in [10]. 
T h e o r e m  2. 
(i) For any (ot, 0) E P D +, the function p~ (x) is completely monotonic on (0, cx)) and abso- 
lutely monotonic on ( - o o ,  0). 
(ii) For 1 < ot < 2 ,  0 < 0 < ;r - -~ ,  p~  is a continuous function on IR and 
p~ := lim p~ lim p ~  l c ~ 1 7 6  (2.4) 
72"  " x~0+ x~O- ot sin 
ForO < ot < 1, 0 < 0 < -~ ,  limx~0+ p~  = l imx~0-  p~  = + ~ .  
ForO < t~ < 1 , 0 = ~ , l i m x ~ 0 + p ~  p~ ) = 0 ,  f o r  x <0 .  
(iii) For l < ot < 2,  0 < O < ;r - andO < ot < l , O < O < -- C, 
o " (~) o , (k) lim ( - 1 )  k (pa(x))  = ~ ,  lim (pu(x))  = o0, k = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  
x--~0 + x---~0- 
The first o f  these equalities remains valid for  0 < ot < 1 , 0  = ;rot~2. 
Recall that an absolutely continuous distribution is called unimodal with mode 0 if its density is 
non-decreasing on ( - ~ ,  0) and non-increasing on (0, ~x~). The following theorem is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 2. 
T h e o r e m  3. 
For any (ot, O) ~PD, the distribution with the characteristic function (1.3) is unimodal with 
mode O. 
Note that, in the case 0 = m i n ( ~ ,  rr - -~ ) ,  this theorem was proved by Laha [12] in 1961. 
The following theorem measures the non-symmetry of p~ ). Surely, this non-symmetry 
increases with [OJ. 
Theorem 4. 
(i) For any (ot, O) ~ P D +, 
fo 1 - 4 - 0  P~ = 2 ;rot 
(ii) For any (ot, O) ~ P D +, and any k = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  
(-1)/~ ~xx P ~  > ~ x  P ~  sin (--2 - +  
In particular, p ~  s in ( -~  - O) > p ~  s in ( -~  + O) ,  x > O. 
(iii) For any (ot, O) 6 P D  + such that ot E (0, 1 ) a n d a n y  k = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  
, x > O .  
(o)k 
( -1)  k ~ p~(x) ~ ~ p~( -x ) ,  ~ > o. 
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Inparticutar, p~  > p~ x > O. 
For any (or, 0) E P D + such that et E (1, 2), 0 > 0, the last assertion is false. 
(iv)AsafunctionofO, 0 < 0 < m i n ( ~  a ,  -~ ~ ) ,  ( - - 1 ) k ( d / d x ) k p ~ 1 7 6  
decreases for any fixed ~ ~ (0, 1), any k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  and x > O. 
For any (or, O) E P D + such that ot E (1, 2), 0 > 0, the last assertion is false. 
In Figure 1, there are graphs o f p ~  andp~  (i) f o r 0  < a < 1 , 0  < 01 < 02 < 
m i n ( ~  a , -~ ~ ) ,  (ii) for l < et < 3/2, Jra ~r _ ~ .  2 2" < 01 < 02 < 7t" The graphs of pOl (x) a r e  








The following theorem characterizes the asymptotic behavior of p~ at infinity. For 0 = 0, 
the result was proved in [10]. Denote by P D  + the part of P D  + which is obtained by removing the 
pairs (~, 0) with 0 = min ( -~ ,  zr - -~ ) .  
T h e o r e m  5. 
(i) Forany (or, O) ~ P D  + a n d N =  1, 2, 3 . . . .  
N 
p ~  IX[ -1-=k+RN,~(X) ,  
7/" k = I  
(2.5) 
where 
o~F(1 + ~ ( N  + 1)) [xI_I_~(N+I) [Ru,~(x) I < . (2.6) 
- jr Isin (_~ + osgnx) l  
(ii) This statement remains true both for ~ ~ (0, 1), 0 = zrot/2, x > 0, and for  ot E [1,2),  0 = 
zr - root/2, x < O. For the remaining cases, we have the explicit representations p~ ) = O for 
E (0, 1), 0 = zrot/2, x < O; p~  = e-X/et forot  E [1, 2), 0 = n" - :rro~/2, x > 0. 
Corollary 1. 
For any (or, O) E PD~,  
) ( ) zr -~-  + 0 s g n x  [x1-1-~ + O [x1-1-2c~ , Ix[ ~ ~ .  
Corol lary 2. 
Forany (~ ,0)  E P D  +, 
p~ (x) 
xli~rn~ pO (_x) 
sin (-~ + 0) 
s i n ( ~ - 0 )  , x  > 0 ,  
(the right-hand side is equal to +c~ for  0 = ~ ). 
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Corollary 3. 
For any (or, 81), (c~, 82) E PD +, 
pO1 (X) sin ( - ~  + 81) 
lim - -  ( . ~  , x  > 0 .  
x - ~  p ~ ( x )  s in  + 82) 
The analytic structure of p~ a (x) depends on the arithmetic nature of the parameter ~. First we 
will deal with the case ~ = i /n, where n is an integer. 
Theorems 6 through 9 were proved for 0 = 0 in [10]. 
Theorem 6. 
! For any n= 1,2, 3 .... and 0 < 0 < 2n' 
pO/n(X) 
1 ~ ( k )  ( r r k )  ~--1 
- -  E F 1 -  ( -1 )~+ l s in  +kSsgnx Ixl. 
zr 
) q- - -  Z ( - - 1 ) ( n + l ) J  sin + Onjsgnx IxJJ-I n" l"2(j) 
j=l  
n(--1) n sin(0n)) (X cos(0n) -- On(--1) n) + (log Ixl)e (x(-l)~ cos 
7l" 




For any O < O <_ ~, 
- -  ~- j----1 F - - ~  sin + 8jsgnx Ixl j - l  
1 Ixl)e_xsin o l (7rsgn2+28)e_xsinOsin(xcosO+O ) - --( log cos(x cos 0 + 8) - -- 
7~ Yg 
The following theorem deals with the case of a rational a: 
Theorem 7. 
Let ~ E (0, 2) be a rational number. Set a = m/n where m and n are relatively prime integers 
both greater than 1. ['br ~ = m/n ~ (0, 2) , 0 < 0 < min( -~ ,  Jr - -~) ,  
oo ( - 1 )  k+l sin ( - ~  + kSsgnx)ixlk~_ 1 
p~ 
1-" (k~) sin(zr kot) 
1 ~Xl~l (--1)(m+n)t (Yr2t )lxlmt_ 1 + -- log sin - -  + 8ntsgnx 
n" = F(mt)  
2)  ~ (-1)(m+n)t (zr t ) l i n t - 1  
_ (Ssgnx + r'(mt) cos @ +Sntsgnx Ix 
\ Yt'Ot t=l 
1 o o  ( _  1).i_ 1 sin ( -~  + O j s g n / )  
+ - ~ Ixl j-~ 
ot F ( j )  sin ~rj 
. j = I , ~ N  a 
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O0 
q-~E(- -1)  (m+n)tl'l(mt) (~--~ ) 
t=l l_,2(mt) sin + Ontsgnx [xl mt-~ . (2.8) 
All the series in (2.8) can be represented by entire functions. The following theorem is an 
immediate corollary of Theorem 7. 
T h e o r e m  8. 
Under the conditions o f  Theorem 8, 
1 1 1 
P~ = -~l A~: (Ixla) + --Jr log ~ B+ (]xl m) + C+(Ixl), x > 0 
where A+(z) ,  B+(z),  C+(z) are entire functions of  finite order. 
Note that the term with log Ixl in (2.8) vanishes identically if 0 - Jrl/n,  for some integer l 
and, moreover, m is even and n is odd. 
The following theorem deals with the case of an irrational e~: 
T h e o r e m  9. 
I f  the number ~ ~ (0, 2) is not a rational number, then for  0 < 0 < m i n ( ~ ,  7r - -~), 
1 lim ~L, (_ l )k+l  sin (~----~ + kOsgnx)  Ix 
P~ -- Ixl s--*~ 1---' r (k~)  sin(rrk~) 
k=l 
1 (-- 1)k+l sin (-~ + -~sgnx)  } 
+ - sin( ) Ixt  ( 2 . 9 )  
Ot t<k<a(s+89 
The limit is uniform with respect to x on any compact subset o f  ]~. 
The following theorem, which is immediate from Theorem 7 and Theorem 9, deals with the 
"extremely" non-symmetric case. In the case 0 < ct < 1, it was proved by Pillai [18]. 
T h e o r e m  10. 
The following representations are valid." 
(i) f o r  O < ot < 1, 0 --- -~-, 
l )k+l  
p~ = o, x < o; p O(~) = ~ ( -  Ixl ~ - 1 ,  x > o 
~--1 r (k~)  
7C0r 
(ii) f o r  l < a  < 2 ,  O = J r  2 '  
e-X e-X o0 [xlka-I 
o , x > 0 ;  p~ ~ , x < 0 .  
p ( x ) =  ot c~ F(k~) 
The representations above can also be written in the following form: 
(i) f or O < ot < 1, 0 = -~ ,  
pO(x ) = 1 + s g n x  (E~ (-x'~)) ' 
2 
(ii) f o r  1 < ot < 2, 0 = Jr 2 ' 
pO (x) e-X 1 - sgnx 
= + - -  (rxi )) ' 
ct 2 
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Z k 
where E~ (z) is the Mittag-Leffler function defined as Ea (z) = ~--~=0 r (1 +c~k)  " 
It is natural to ask whether the limits of  each of the two sums in the right-hand side of  (2.9) exist. 
We prove that this is the case for almost all ((~, 0) e PD in the sense of planar Lebesgue measure. 
To describe this set we use Liouville numbers (see, e.g., [16]). We denote the set of all Liouville 
numbers by L. By the famous Liouville theorem ([16], p. 7), all numbers in L are transcendental. 
Moreover  ([16], p. 8), the set L has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Theorem 11. 
If(or, O) e {((~, 0) e PD :o~ r L U Q } ,  then 
(-1) k+t sin (={--~-~ +kOsgnx) 
P~ = ~ F(kot) sm(nkoQ Ix ik~,-1 
k= l  
1 ~ (-1) k+t sin (-~- 4- ~-sgnx) ix[k_ , 
+ - F(k) s,-n ( - ~ )  (2.10) 
k = l  
where both of the series converge absolutely and uniformly on any compact set. 
The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 11. 
Theorem 12. 
I f  (ol, O) e {(or, O) e P D : o t r  L U Q}, then the following representation holds for x > 0 
pO(+x) = 1 -~l G• (ixl~) + l-H+(ixl) 
where G+ (z ), H i ( z )  are entire functions of finite order 
Since the set L U Q has zero linear Lebesgue measure, the set {(or, 0) e P D  : ot (_ L U Q} is 
of  full measure in PD. Thus, (2.10) is valid almost everywhere in PD. But, it turns out that the set 
where both of the series in the right-hand side of (2.10) diverge is non-empty. Moreover, this set is 
large in some sense. 
Theorem 13. 
Both of the series in (2.10) diverge on a dense subset of P D which has cardinality of the 
continuum. 
This theorem is a generalization of a theorem of Ostrovskii [15] related to the case 0 = 0 
[when the role of  PD is played by the interval (0, 2)]. 
3. Integral Representation and Analytic Properties of 
Non-Symmetric Linnik's Probability Densities 
7~o~ Proof of Theoreml. Case(i):0<~<l ,  0<0<:r~/2andl_<~<2,  0<0<7~ 2" 
We define p~ by (2.1). Evidently p~ is non-negative and p~ e L 1 (R); hence, it is enough to 
prove that its Fourier transform is equal to ~p~. 
Using Fubini 's theorem, we derive 
{So ) = 1,m +<Oyo/ lly +t  I 7C " i ~ 
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{i0 } +--llmJr (1 +e - '~  2 i ~ '  
Jrit [m (1 + ei~ -i  (y2 + t 2) 
/tim {fo ~176 ydy } 
+ 7r ( l  +e-iOyc~e-i-~) (y2 + t2) 
1 [ImA + ImB - i t lmC + itlmD] . 
Jr 
In the complex y-plane, we consider the region 
(3.t) 
GR = {y = s e + i0 " [Yl < R, ~7 > 0} , R > Itl (3.2) 
and define the branch of  multivalued function yC~ as 
ya = [y[= e '=argy , 0 < argy < Jr . (3.3) 
The integrands of A and C are analytic in the closure of GR except the simple pole at y = i [tl. By 
Cauchy's residue theorem, we have 
y dy 
GR ( l  + e i O y a e - i - ~ ) ( y 2 + t  2) 
Jri 
zJrtneSilt[ -- 1 + el~ ~ 
Letting R --+ oo and using the notation A and B, we obtain 
ImA + ImB = JrRe 
We have in the similar way: 
Jr 
- I m C  + ImD = - i-~lm 
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.1), we have 
e itx p~  = Re 
oo 1 + e i~ tti ~ 
1 + ei~ " 
1 + e iO [t l  ~ 
+ i sgnt Im i = C ( O -  




o r ( 1  - i t )  
/So / 
--. 1 + l l m  A _ i t lm  B 
or(1 - it) Jr Jr 
Case (ii): 1 < oe < 2, 0 = Jr 7r~ 2 '  
We define pO by (2.2). Similarly, pO is non-negative and pO 6 Li(R) .  We prove that its 
Fourier transform coincides with q9 ~ Or' 
From (2.2) we have 
;  {So } 
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Having defined the region GR by (3.2) and the branch of ya by (3.3), we have 
y dy _ 
v.p. G, (1 _ e-i~my~) (y2 4- t 2) -- 
whence, letting R --+ ec, we obtain 
fO ~ ~ d~ A - v.p. (1 -- ~a) (~2 4- t 2) 
Similarly, we obtain 
f0 ~ d~ B 4- v.p. (1 - ~a) (~2 4- t 2) = 
2zriResi}tt 4- Jr iRes_ l  
Jri 7ri 
1-e -~Z~l t [~  ot (I 4- t  2) ' 
zri yri 
~'~ (I + / 2 ) "  1 -- e - T l t l  a 
yr zri 
+ 
(1--e-L~[tlc~)ltl ot (1 4- t2) " 
From (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain 
l l m A - / t l m B  = Re 1 
izrot 
rr rr 1 - e - T l t l  ~ 
1 it 
oe(1-1-t 2) ot (14- t2 )  " 
Substituting (3.9) into (3.6) we have 
1 
i sgnt  Im 
iTrc~ 
1 - e - T I t ] ~  




Case (iii): -y r  < 0 < 0; 
From (1.3) it is evident that tp ~ (t) = ~o~ -~ ( - t ) .  Hence, (2.3) follows from the Levy unicity theorem. 
[] 
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2. (i) It is obvious that for any Ix[ > 0, (~, 0) ~ PD + and for any k = 
0, 1, 2, 3 . . .  the integral in formula (2.1) is k-times differentiable and 
(--1)k dxx P~ -- sin - -  + 0 )  ~ e-yXya+kdy 
Jr l + 2 c o s ( _ ~ _ + O )  ya+y2~  > 0 ,  x > 0 ,  (3.10) 
( d )  ~ x x  P~ = s i n ( ~ - - 0 )  f 0 ~  eYXya+kdy > 0 ,  x < 0  (3.11) 
Jr 1 + 2 cos ( -~  - 0) y~ + y2a " 
Hence, p~ is completely monotonic on (0, oo) and absolutely monotonic on ( - o o ,  0) for (~, 0) c 
PD +. The proof is similar for 0 = min( -~ ,  7r - -~) .  
(ii) By the monotonic convergence theorem, we have from (2.1) 
sin (-~ 4- O) f ~  yUdy 
p~ lim 
x--,o 9 Jr Jo 14- ei~-+i~ a 2 
Evidently, the integral in the right-hand side is divergent for 0 < ~ < 1 
and convergent for 1 < ~ < 2, and in the latter case we have (2.4). For the (oe, 0) located on 
the boundary of the PD, the proof is obvious. 
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(iii) For 0 < 0 < -~ ,  the proof is obvious by applying monotonic convergence theorem to (3.10) 
and (3.11). For 0 = zrot/2, it follows from (2.1) immediately. [ ]  
P r o o f  of  T h e o r e m  4. (i) For (~, 0) 6 PD +, we have from (2.1), by applying Fubini's theorem 
f0 p:(x)dx _ s i n ( - ~  +O) [ ~  yU- ldy  Jr Jo 1 n t- e iO+i ~- ya 2 
sin ( -~  + 0) [oo  du 
trot J0 1 + 2 cos ( -~  + O ) u  + u 2 
1 0 
_ . . ] -  m 
2 got 
For 0 = min( -~ ,  7r - -~) ,  the proof is evident from (2.1) and (2.2). 
(ii) For the pairs (ot, 0) 6 PD~,  from (3.10) and (3.11) we have for x > 0 
p 
sin ( -~  + 0 ) s i n - - ~  --- 0 ) ]  
1 [ ~  e-yX4y2C*+k sin -~  sin 0 dy 
= - -  > 0 .  
J0 1 iO+ig~- '~ 2 1 e -iO+i'r~ 2 ~r + e y + T yC~ 
For 0 = min( -~ ,  Jr - ~ ) ,  the proof is evident from (2.1) and (2.2). 
(iii) The positive assertion is an immediate corollary of (ii). Using Corollary 2 of Theorem 5, we 
conclude that p~ < p ~  fo rx  being large enough i f (a ,  0) 6 PD +, ot E (1, 2), 0 > 0. 
, ~r~), both -~  + 0 and ~ - 0 (iv) Consider formulas (3.10) and (3.11). For 0 < 0 < m i n ( ~  ~ -~ 2 
are in between 0 and ~-.~r Thus, as 0 increases s i n ( ~  + 0) increases and c o s ( ~  + 0) decreases; 
hence, ( -1 )~(d /dx)kp~  increases for fixed x > 0. Similarly (d /dx)kp~ decreases for fixed 
x < 0 .  
For a ~ (1, 2), p~ is a continuous function of x on R by Theorem 2 (ii). Moreover, for 
fixed ot ~ (1, 2), p~ decreases as 0 increases. Hence, p~(x) cannot increase with O for x > 0 
small enough. [ ]  
Note that (3.11) yields that p~ is decreasing with 0 6 (0, min(~-2~, } ~ ) )  for any fixed 
ot 6 (1 ,3 /2)  and x < 0. Corollary 3 of Theorem 5 shows that, for ot ~ (1, 2), p~ is increasing 
with 0 for fixed x > 0 being large enough. This justifies the graphs in Figure 1. 
4. Representation by a Cauchy Type Integral 
Consider the Cauchy type integral 
1 fo  ~176 e -v l /u  U 1/a d v  
f~(z) . . . . .  , 0 < c e < 2 .  
7( U -- Z 
(4.1) 
The function is analytic in the region C := {z : 0 < arg z < 2yr }. Evidently the function e -v 1/~ v 1/a 
satisfies Lipschitz condition on any ray [a, ec), a > 0. Therefore, by the well-known properties of 
Cauchy type integrals (see, e.g., [8], p. 25), f~(z) has boundary values fa(x + iO) and f~(x - iO) 
for any x > 0. Henceforth, it will be convenient to write fc,(x) instead of fu(x  + iO) for x > 0. 
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 4.1 of [10], which can be obtained from 
ours by setting 0 = 0. 
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L e m m a  1. 
For any (0t, 0) e P D +, the following representation is valic~ 
ix[1/a pO (sgnx Ixl t/a) = 1 [mf~ (Ixl e i (~r -~-~  (4.2) 
ot 
Proof. For all (u, 0) 9 P D  +, except when ot 9 (1, 2), 0 = zr - - ~ ,  x > 0, we have 
Ix I ei (Jr--~ +0sgnx) 9 C. We first prove the result for these values of parameters or, 0, and x. 
Replacing sgnx Ix l 1/a with x in (2.1) and multiplying by Ix11/% we obtain 
[xilla pO (sgnx lx l t l ,~ )  = s i n ( ~  +0sgrlx)  f0 cr e-ylxlll~yctixillC~dy 
zr 1 + e iOsgnx ya  e i ~,~ 2 
s i n ( ~ + 0 s g n x )  [ ~  e - V l / " v i / ~ l x l d v  
zr~ Jo Ixl-k-e iOsgnx ve  i~- 2 
1 im 1 f ~  e -01/~ v I/~ dv 
Jo i rrot ot 7r V -Jr- Ix l e-iOsg nx e -  ..7_ 
, (, ) = - Imfu xl e i(rr-~-OsOnx) . (4.3) 
t~ 
For the exceptional values of (o~, 0) and x > 0, we have from (2.2) 
e_xl/c~ 
x l/a p~ (--Z l/ct) = X l/ct (4.4) 
ot 
By the Plemelj-Sokhotski theorem ([8], p. 25), the following equality holds 
fa (x  + iO) - fc~(x - iO) = 2ie -xl/~ x l/c~ . (4.5) 
Evidently, for any x, y 9 ~,  y # O, fa (x  + iy) and f~(x  - iy) are complex conjugates. Hence, 
f~ (x )  (:= f a ( x  + iO)) and fc~(x - iO) are also complex conjugates, and (4.5) can be rewritten in the 
form 
Im fc~(x) = e -xL/~ x t/~ . 
Comparing with (4.4), we obtain 
X l/et pOct(-X1/ t~)  l lm fu (x )  
which coincides with (4.2) in this case. [] 
5. Asymptotic Behavior at Infinity 
Proof of Theorem 5. 
represented in the form 
where 
(i) As it was shown in [10], the function fa(z)  defined by (4.1) can be 
N 
f~(z)  = __c~ ~ I'(1 + ~ k )  
7r Z k 
k = l  
+ fa ,N(z ) ,  (5.1) 
c~F(1 + ot(N + 1)) ~b = argz 
If=,N(z)l <- zrlzlg+l Isin(r ' 
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for N = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  By Lemma 1, we obtain 
]xll /~P~ = l k F ( l + ~  Ix[ k 
k = l  
+ l--lm fc~.N (lxlei(~-~-Osgnx)) 
Ot 
where 
~,]{]x]ei(~r-~--~ ~ < oeF(I + ~ ( N  + 1)) Imfa,N 
- jrlxlN+, [sin ( -~  + O s g n x ) l  " 
Putting Ixl instead of  Ixl 1/~, we obtain (2.5) and (2.6) for any (or, 0) ~ PD +. 
(ii) Evidently, the above proof remains valid for both cases oe e (0, 1), 0 = tree/2, x > 0 and 
ot ~ [1, 2), 0 = Jr - zra/2,  x < 0. In the remaining cases, we obtain the desired assertion 
from (2.1) and (2.2) immediately. [ ]  
6. Analytic Structure of pO (x) 
Proof of the theorems concerning the analytic structure of pO (x) for the rational values of ce 
are based on the following facts about the analytic structure of  the Cauchy type integral (4.1): 
Theorem 14. 
In C = {z : 0 < arg z < 27r} the following representation is valid: 
n--I 
f l / n ( Z ) = - - Z z k F  1-- +znAn(Z)+ZnBn(Z). (6.1) 
nYr k=0  
Here 
E 1 ] An(Z) = 1--e-Z" l o g -  + z r i  , (6.2) 
7t" Z 
(the branch of the logarithm is defined by the condition 0 < arg z < 27r); Bn (z) is an entire function 
representable by the power series 
oo 
where 
8 . ( z )  = 
k=0  
I"(-kn)/rrn , kin ~ N 
/3~ n) = ( - 1 )  j F '(1 + j )  (6.3) 
, k i n = j ,  j = O ,  1,2 . . . . .  
7rn I~2(1 + j )  
Theorem 15. 
Assume e~ 6 (0, 2) is represented in the form ot = m/n, where m, n are relatively prime 
integers. The following formula is validin C = {z : 0  < argz < 2zr}; 
m zk  ~ e (n) Ts+q fm/n(Z) -- F 1 -  + log + i Q r - a r g z )  Z.~ms_r_l ~ 
nyg 
k=0  s = l  
(x3 e - ~ - ( k + r + l )  
_ } 2  
k+_~+.__.__[l +q 
sin (~ (k  + r + 1)) z 
k=tl 
kq#{ms-r-  l }sC~__l 
oo 
+ m S a(n) ~s+q (6.4) I - 'ms_r_l  ~, 
s = l  
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where q is the greatest integer strictly less then n /m,  r = n - qm - 1 and 
0 
Jr j! 
, kin f[N 
, k i n = j ,  j = 0 , 1 , 2  . . . .  
(6.5) 
#~n) was defined by (6.3). 
Theorem 14 is a combination of Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 7.1 of [10]. Theorem 15 is a combi- 
nation of Lemma 10.1 and Lemma 11.1 of [10]. 
P r o o f  of  T h e o r e m  6. From (4.2) and (6.1) we have 
Ix I n p~ (sgnx Ix I n) 
B .  --o 
n--I ( k )  ( j r k )  
l~--~(-1)k+lF 1 -  sin -~n+Oksgnx Ixl ~ 
Jr k=0 
- n(-Ixl)n cos(On)Re { An (lxlei(~r-~-~ } 
- n(-lxl)n cos(On)Ro { Bn (lxlei(~r-~-~ } 
-n(-Ixl)"sin(Onsgnx)lrn{an(Ixlei(~-~-~ 
- n ( - I x l )  n sin(Onsgnx)lm {Bn ([x[ei(Tr-~-~ } 
E + RA "4- RB + IA + 18 (6.6) 
Utilizing (6.2), we obtain 
RA + IA = n ( - I x  I) n exp ( ( - I x  I)"sgnx sin(On))log Ix cos ( ( - I x  1)" cos(0n) - Onsgnx) 
Jr 
n(-Ixl)njr exp ((-Ixl)nsgnx sin(On)) Osgnx + ~n 
sin (Ixl n cos(On) + Onsgnx) . (6.7) 
Utilizing (6.3), we obtain 
- - - 1 ~ ixl,+n(_l)k+n+lF sin ((k + n) (~n + RB + I8 -- Jr // 
k=l,~r 
-blj~=o[Xlnj+n(-1)(J+l)(n+l)F'(a+ J) s i n ( ( j + l ) ( 2 + O n s g n x ) )  -+- j
Putting s = k + n in the first sum and substituting j + 1 for j in the second one, we have 
Z IxlS(-1)s+tF ( 1 s )  sin (jr~~ ) = - - + Ossgnx RB + I8 Jr 
s=n+l,~gN 
+ -- IxlnJ(-1) j("+t) F2(j )- sin + Ojnsgnx . 
Jr .i=0 
(6.8) 
Putting (6.7) and (6.8) into (6.6) and substituting Ix I for Ix I n, we obtain (2.7). []  
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Proof of  Theorem 7. From (4.2) and (6.4) we obtain 
Ixl~lmpOml n (sgnx iX[ n/m) 
1 1-" 1 - ( -1 )  k+l sin \ 2n + 0 k s g n x  Ixl k 
7t" = 
oo 
( )) + mlog~_~n 1 L..~ms-r-l~"~l:(n ) (--1)"+q+lsin ( s + q )  -~n + 0 s g n x  Ixl '+q 
( 2  nOS--gmnX)'~-"e(n) f - ' v + q  c~ ( (zrm ) )  
-~- Jr- L..j bms_r_l, ~ (s + q) -~-n + 0 s g n x  ix[ s+q 
s = l  
oo (n)S in(zrq- - (  Osgnx + "~-nm ) (k~-~+"-----~l + q ) )  k+r+[+q 





n ~-~a (n) r D s + q + l s i n ( ( s + q ) ( - ~ n  +OSgrlx) )  lxlS+q + / ~l-'ms_r_I~, - J 
s = l  
n 1 noTn2) 
=: E l + m l ~  + -- N 3 - - - Z 4 + n Z 5 ' m  (6.9) 
say. Now we shall transform I~2, E3, Z4, I35 by substituting ~(k n) , fl~). 
The coefficients ~k (n) differ from zero only if k /n  is an integer; hence, ~n)_r_ x is nonzero iff 
(ms - r - 1)In is an integer. Remembering the definition of r we have 
ms - r - 1 m(s + q) 
n n 
Since m, n are relatively prime, (ms - r - l ) / n  is an integer iff (s + q) /n  is. Hence, ~m(n)_r_l # 0 
i f fs  e {nt - q}~=l" When s = nt - q, using (6.5), we obtain 
Thus, 
~(n) ~:(n) (--1) rot-1 
ms-r-I = bn(m,-l)"~- ~ ( / / ' / t -  1;i ' t = 1, 2 . . . . .  
]~2 = ~ - t = l  ~ - _ _ ~ 1  sin + O n t s g n x  IxU. 
Similarly, 
1 ~ (-1)  (m+n)t-I 
Substituting r = n - qm - 1, we obtain 
(6.10) 
cos ( ~--~ + Ontsgnx)  ) lx[ nt . (6.11) 
oo 9 zrm (__~_)) IXI ~ Z ~(kn) s,n((_~+Osgnx ) k+n 
k~{ms--r--1}s~=l 
This sum is taken over the values ofk such that k ~ { m s - r  - 1}s~176 and the summand vanishes i f k /n  
is of the form k = n j ,  j ~ N. The relation k ~ {ms - r - 1 }s~__l is equivalent to nj r {ms - r - 1 }s~=l 
which is the same as j r {m(s+q) l}s~176 1. But the numbers m(s+q) 1 are integers i f f s  = nt - q n n 
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for some t 9 N+; hence, the relation nj r {ms - r - 1}~=1 is equivalent to j r {rot - 1}~= 1. 
Using (6.5), we can rewrite Z4 
(-1)J sin((j + l) (-~ + ~sgnx)) 0(~+1) 
2~4 = -  ~ j !  sin (--~(j + 1)) [xl m 
j=O 
j~[lrnt--llC~~ 
Substituting j + 1 for j ,  we obtain 
( -1 )J - I  sin (-~ + -~-Lsg nx ) (,j, 
~ 4  = --  ~ ( J  - -  1)! j=l,mJ_r N sin ( - ~ )  tx ]-~i- " 
OO 
(6.12) 
Using the same argument, we shall divide Z5 into two parts. The first summation is taken over 
the values ofs for which (ms - r - 1)In is an integer, i.e., s = nt - q,  t = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  The second 
summation is taken over the values of s for which (ms - r - 1)/n is non-integer, i.e., the values of 
s for which (s + q)/n 9f N. Remembering the formula for fl~n), we can rewrite Z5 in the form: 
~ 5  = 
~176 (~__~ ) 
zrn F2(mt------ 3 sin + Ontsgnx Ix[ nt 
t = l  
~176 (--l)s+q+l ( m ( s + q ) )  ( (mrr ))  
+ ~ zrn p 1 -n sin (s+q) -~n +Osgnx Ixl s+q 
x=l 
Putting p = s + q in the second sum we have, 
Z5 
~176 (-1)mt+nt P'(mt) (rr2t ) 
Z zrn 1,2(mt------ ~ sin - -  + Ontsgnx I l l  nt 
t = l  
0(3 
rrn (mprr Opsgnx) Ixl p + E (--1)P+I F ( 1 -  - -~)s in  \ " ~ n  + 
p=q+l,s CN 
(6.13) 
Substituting (6.10), (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13) into (6.9) and using the well-known equality F(1 - 
z)r'(z) = Jr/sin(zrz), we obtain (2.8). []  
7. Representation of p~ by a Contour Integral 
In this section we shall represent p~ by a contour integral. This representation plays the 
key role in the transition from rational to irrational ot's. For 0 = 0, this representation was obtained 
in [10]. 
Fix a positive ~ < 89 and consider the integral 
i fL eZl~ + ~-sgnx) dz 
Is(x;ot, O) = ~ (a) F(z) s in~  -~ sinrrz (7.1) 
where L(3) is the boundary of the region G(S) := {z : Izl > 15,  I argzl < 88 L(6) is traversed so 
that G(8) remains to the left. 
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Theorem 16. 
The following representation is valid for (06 O) ~ P D + \ { ( ~ ,  0) : 0 = zr - zr~/2}, x > 0, 
and for  (o6 O) E P D + \ { ( ~ ,  0) : 0 = n'ot/2}, x < 0: 
1 1 . p~ (x) = -~[ ~(x, ol, O) (7.2) 
where 8 is such that o~ E [3, 2 - 8J. 
This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 13.1 of [10], which can be obtained from ours by 
setting 0 = 0. 
We first prove the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. 
For any fixed O < 0 < min ( -~ ,  Jr - ~ ) ,  0 < ~ < 89 1 < M < ec, the integral la(x; or, 0) 
converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to both ot~ [8, 2 - 3] and Ix[ < M. 
P r o o f .  Note that I sin(Trz/ot)l > sinh(rrllmzl/oe), I sin(rrz)l > sinh(zrllmzl). Moreover, on the 
rays {z : [z[ _> 8/2, argz = qzJr/4}, we have Ilmzl > 3/2~r Hence, [sin(Trz/ot)[, [sin(lrz)[ are 
bounded on L(3) from below by a positive constant C not depending on ot ~ [3, 2 - 3]. 
Using the Stirling formula ([19], p. 249), we see that there are positive constants e and B such 
that [I'(z)[ > B exp(elzl log Izl), z E G(3). 
Noting that 
s i n ( ?  ZO ) el~+ ~ < errl'rnzl 
- -  + ~-sgnx < 
we see that for Ix{ < M the integrand in (7.1) can be esdmated as follows: 
e zl~ sin ( -~ + ~ s g n x  ) 
,rz sin ~z  F(z) sin "a- 
exp (Roz log Ix] + sr Ilmzl) 
< 
- Bee[Zl log [ZIG2 
(7.3) 
This gives the assertion of the lemma. [ ]  
L e m m a  3. 
p~ a (x ) is a continuous function of  
(i) on 2 -  fo r  any xed O (0, and x > O, 
(ii) ~ on ( ~ , 2  - ~-]for any fixed O E (0, -~) and x < O, 
(iii) ot on (0, 2) forO = O, andany f i xedx  # O. 
P r o o f .  Comparing (2.1) and (2.2), we see that formula (2.1) is valid for the intervals in the statement 
of the lelnma. 
(i) Take 0 < 8 < 0 and consider oe 6 [ ~ ,  2 - 2(0q-6) ] we have the following bound for the integrand 
on the right-hand side of  Equation (2.1) 
e -  yX yC~ e -  yX ya 
< < 
ll + eiOyaeL~ -~ 2 - (sin ( - ~  + 0 ) )  2 - 
e-YX(1 -t- y)2 
(sin ~)2 
Therefore, the integral in (2. l) converges uniformly with respect to oe ~ [ ~ ,  2 - 2(0+a)] for 
fixed 0 ~ (0, zr/2) and fixed x > 0. Hence, the integral is a continuous function of oe. The proof 
of (ii) is similar to the proof of (i). 
(iii) This was proved in [10]. [ ]  
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  16. We first prove the validity of the formula (7.2) for rational ~ 's .  Since 
the rational numbers are dense in (0, 2), by the continuity of  p~  and of the integral Ia(x; 06 O) 
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as functions of c~, the theorem will be proved for the triples (oe, 0 ,  x) as in the statement of  the 
theorem. 
Since et is rational, it has a unique representation ot = m/n where m and n are relatively prime 
integers. The functions sin --~, sin Jrz vanish on the set ~ Z  and Z, respectively. The intersection of 
1 these sets is mZ, and they are contained in the set ~Z. Taking a positive v < 1/2n, both functions 
oo are bounded from below on the set C \  Us=_oo{z " ]z - s/nl < v} by a positive constant C. 
Set Xs = s/n + I/2n, s = 1, 2 . . . .  and consider the integral 
i .s e zl~ sin (~  + ~sgnx) dz 
18 (x;o~,O, Xs)= ~ --(~,x,)  F(z) s i n -~  sin Jrz (7.4) 
where L(& Xs) is the boundary of the region G(3) N{z : Rez < Xs}. 
By Cauchy's  residue theorem we have 
18 ( x ; e ,  0,  Xs)  - Jr E (Residue at z = ktx) 
et<ka<Xs 
k/n•N 
Jr E (Residue at z = k) - -- Jr E 
Ct ff 
1 <_k<Xs 1 <mt <Xs 
k/mf~N 
Jr 
= :  - - - -  ( ~ 1  q- E 2  -1- ~ 3 )  9 
12l 
Calculating the residues, we have 
0t (--1) k+l sin ( - ~  + kOsgnx) Ixl k~ 
Et - jr- Z F(k~)s in j rkot  
c~<ka<Xs 
k/nq;N 
1 (--1)k+l sin ( ~  + ~-sgnx) lxl k-~ 
z2 - zr ~ r (k)  sin -~- 
l_<k<X,~. 
k/mq~N 
To evaluate the residues at the points z ---- mt, t -- 1,2 . . . . .  put 
zO [z sin +  sg  )Ix 
f (z)  :=  r(z) 
Evidently, f (z)  is analytic at z = m t ,  t = 1, 2 . . . . .  and we have 
2 i 
ReSmt = lim V ( z - m t ) ~ f ( z ) ]  
z~mt L sin -~ sin Jrz J 
= ~-~'(-x)(m+n)tjr2 ( 2  + O s g n x ) c ~  (rr~--!t +Ontsgnx)I.(mt) Ixlmt 
sin ( - ~  + Ontsgnx)]xl mt el ( 1)(m+n)t 
+ ~-~ - log Ixl F(mt)  
c~ r'(mt) (jr2 t ) "~-2 (--1)(m+n)t r2(mt) sin - -  + Ontsgnx Ixl mt. 
lC3 = ~-  + sgnx 
l<mt<Xs 
( - - 1 )  (re+n),  COS (E_~_L 4- Ontsgnx)Ixl mt 
I ' (mt )  
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( - - 1 )  (m+n) '  sin ( - ~  + Ontsgnx)Ixl mt 
+ ~ log Ixi I'(mt) 
l<mt<Xs 
~20t (--1)(m+n)tI't(mt)F2( mt ) ( _ ~  ) Z sin + Ontsgnx IX[ mt 1 
l <_mt < X, 
Substituting (7.6), (7.7), and (7.8) into (7.5), we obtain 
where 





(-1) k+1 sin ('~-----~ + kOsgnx) 
Z F(kot) sin(~rk~) Ixlk~ 
ct<kot<Xs 
k/n CN 
1 1 (-1) (m+n)t (~__.~_ ) 
+ --log Z sin + Ontsgnx Ix[ mt 
Jr ~ r(mt) 
l <_mt <Xs 
_ Ik/OsgnXjr~ "~'2)l_<mt~<~.:l' x-~ (--1)(m+n)tcos(~2_~tWOntsgnx)_p~ Ixl mt 
( - I )  k+l sin ( ~  + ~sgnx)ix[k 
P (k) sin -~ 
(7.8) 
1 l)(m+n)tP'(mt) sin ( - ~  ) +-- Z (-  + Ontsgnx Ix] mt . (7.9) Jr !r2(mt) 
l<mt<X s 
On the other hand, we have 
i { f  L fc } ezl~ dz 
~ 7fZ 18 (x; 5, O, Xs) ~ (&x.,.) (x.,.) I'(z) sin 7 sin 7rz 
L(3, Xs) = L(3) N { z ' R e z  <Xs} , 
C(Xs) = z 'Rez=X, , ,  [argz] < ~ . 
(7.10) 
Using the bound (7.3), we have 
ezl~ lxlsin (-~ -t-_~$gnx) 
I'(z) sin ~ sinzrz 
(7.11) 
exp (Xs(log [xl + Jr)) 
< BeeX, logX,.C2 , z E C(Xs) (7.12) 
Hence, the integral along C(Xs) tends to zero as s ~ cx~. Therefore, 
lira Ia (x; ~, 0, Xs) = Ia(x;  or, O) 
x--+ (x) 
Taking the limit in (7.9) and using (2.8), we obtain 
1 0 m 
ta(x;  5 ,  O) = ~ p ~ ( x )  , ~ = --n " [ ]  
8. The Case of  Irrational 
Proof  of  Theorem 9. We shall evaluate the integral Ia (x; or, 0) by means of the Cauchy residue 
theorem and obtain (2.9) using Theorem 16. 
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Since ot is irrational, the intersection of the sets otZ, Z is empty. We construct a sequence 
{Qs}s~__l which plays the role that {Xs}s~=l did in the proof of  Theorem 16. Since ot e (0, 2), each 
of the intervals (sot, (s + 1)ot) contains none, one, or two points from {k}~=l. In the first case, we 
define Qs = (s + 1)ot. In the second and third cases, we choose Qs e (sot, (s + 1)ot) so that the 
distance from Qs to the nearest of  the three points sot, (s + Dot, k e (sot, (s + 1)ot) is at least ot/4. 
7rz sin Jrz are Taking a positive v < or/4, we observe that the modulus of  the functions sin y ,  
bounded from below by a positive constant C on the set 
oo 
c\ U 
k = - o ~  
{ z : l z - k o t l < v } U l z : l z - k l < v }  . 
The vertical lines {z : Rez = Qs}, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  are located in the interior of  this set. 
Consider the integral Ia(x; ot, O, Qs) defined by (7.4) with Qs instead of Xs. Analogously 
to (7.9) and (7.10), we have 
Ia (x;ot, 0, Qs) = 
(--1) k+l sin ( - ~  + kOsgnx) 
Z I" (kot) sm Jrkot Ix [k= 
ot <kot < Qs 
1 ( - 1 )  k+l sin ( -~  + k~ ,. 
+-ot ~ F ( k ) s i n ~  '~ "lxl '~, 
0<k<Qs 
(8.1) 
i { f  L 4- fc  } ezl~ sin Jrz (8.2) 
I~ (x; ot, 0, Qs) = ~ (&Qs) (Qs) r ' (z) sin 7 
where L (6, Qs), C (Qs) are defined by (7.11) with Q s instead of Xs. Obviously, the inequality (7.12) 
is valid with Qs instead of Xs. The integral along C(Qs) tends to zero uniformly with respect to x 
as s ~ oo. By Lemma 2, the integral along L(& Qs) approaches the integral along L(3) as s ~ oo 
uniformly with respect to x on any compact subset of IR. Taking the limits as s --+ eo in (8.1) and (8.2), 
we arrive at the assertion of Theorem 9 except the cases ot e ( 1 , 2 ) \ Q ,  0 = Jr - - ~ ,  x > 0 and 
ot e (0, 1 ) \ Q ,  0 = - ~ ,  x < 0. But by comparing the series expansion in (2.9) with (2.1) and (2.2) 
for these exceptional values of  (ce, 0, x), we see that the series expansion in (2.9) is valid. [ ]  
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  11. For any integer k > 2, there exists an integer l~ such that 
b 1 
o t -  k < ~ "  ( 8 . 3 )  
Since ot is not a Liouville number, there is an integer r > 2 such that for any pair of  integers p,  q > 2, 
lot- P/ql > 1/q r. Thus, 
lk I k - r  ot - -~ >_ . ( 8 . 4 )  
i 
From (8.3) and (8.4), we obtain k l-r __ Iotk - l~l < 1/2. Using the inequality 
2 Jr 
s i n x > - - x ,  0 < x < - -  (8.5) 
- - J r  -- - - 2 '  
we obtain I sin Jr kotl = I sin Jr (kot - & ) l  >-- 21kot - I k l  >__ 2k 1-r. Hence, the first of the series in (2.9) 
converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact subset of R. 
Similarly, as above, for any integer k > 2, there exists an integer Ik such that 
- - - -  < - - .  ( 8 . 6 )  
ot 2k 
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It follows that 
hence, 
/_~ < _ +  _ _  < - + - - < - ;  
k - ot ~ 2k ot 
2k 
lk < - - .  (8.7) 
0~ 
Since oe is not a Liouville number, we have [a~ - k / l k l  > l- S .  Multiplying the inequality by lk/ot 
and using (8.6) and (8.7), we obtain 
1 lk k [ l - r  1 (2)!-r 
- > - -  > ~ > - -  k l - r  
2 - ot - o r  " 
Hence, using (8.5), we obtain 
s i n - ~  = s i n z r ( k - - l k ) > 2 k - l k  > ( 2 ) 2 - r k l - r .  
Hence, the second of the series in (2.9) converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact subset 
of R. [ ]  
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  13. We shall construct a subset D of P D  + which (i) is dense in P D  +, (ii) 
has cardinality of the continuum, and (iii) is such that, for (u, 0) E D, both of the series in (2.10) 
diverges. 
(3" oc Let { n },,=1 be a sequence of rapidly increasing integers defined by the equations 
230"n cr I = 2, O'n+ 1 = n = 1, 2 . . . .  (8.8) 
Denote by A the set of all sequences {8.j}.~= 1 with terms 3j having values 0 or 1 only and satisfying 
the conditions: (i) 3j is allowed to be equal to 1 if j 6 {crn }~=] only; (ii) infinitely many of 3J'S are 
equal to 1. 
oo Let f2 = {y " y = }-~-.i=l 8 j2 - J ,  {3J}~=1 6 2x}. Let A be the set of  numbers in (0, 2) 
representable by finite binary fractions. Set E = {or E (0,2)  : ot = x + y , x  ~ A , y  ~ f2}. 
Evidently E is dense in (0, 2) and it has cardinality of the continuum. Set D = {(c~, 0) 6 P D  : 
2O 6 E,  (o~ + ~-) r L U Q}. It is easy to see that D is dense in P D ,  and it has cardinality of  the 
continuum. 
It suffices to prove that for any (oe, 0) 6 D, the first of the series in (2.9) diverges. 
I f  o~ 6 E, then there is an integer m such that 
m ix) 
= b  + Z;a j2 - '  +  ,2-J 
j = l  j = m + l  
, (3O where b, aj  take values 0 or 1, a n d  {~J}j=l G A. Denote by {~n}n~=l the subsequence of {O'n}7= 1 
such that 3j = 1 for j E {rln}~=l and 3j = 0 for j r {rln}n~=l. Then for any r/~ > m, we have 
0 < o~ - b -t- a j 2 - J  + Z ~J2-'J = 
j=l  .j=m+ 1 ] J=~,+l 
8.j2 - j  < 2 - r J n + l  + I  . 
Multiplying this inequality by 2~", we see that there is an integer Pn such that 
0 < c~2 ~" - Pn < 2r/n-r/"+l+l < 2-89 (8.9) 
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for sufficiently large n. 
Consider the terms of the first of the series in (2.9) with indices q = qn = 2n". From (8.9) we 
obtain 
1 
IsinzrqnC~l = Isin (7rqnOt - ZrPn)l < rr2 -~0"+1 . 
2o is an irrational, non-Liouville number, as in the proof of  the previous theorem, Since ~ + 
there is an integer r > 2 such that 
s i n ( ~ - ~ - + q n O  ) = sinrr2~ @ t + ~ - ~ ) - - ~  _>2(2~"-1)  l - r  
Hence, for sufficiently large n we have 
(--1) qn+l sin (_E.~_ -t- qnO)Ix[ q"a 
F (qn~) sin ZrqnC~ 
22(n"-l)(1-r)lxlq"a2-q2"u2289176 . (8.10) 
7g 
Since {r/n }n~176 is a subsequence of {an }n~X~=l, the following inequality holds: 
r]n+l >__ 23r/n = qn 3 . 
Hence, from (8.10) the series diverges. [ ]  
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Note 
This paper is a shortened version of  [7]. Having completed [7] and having published its abstract in 
IMS Bulletin, 24(5), 500, 1995, I was kindly informed by T.J. Kozubowski about his paper (Repre- 
sentation and properties of  geometric stable laws, in Appr. Prob., Related Fields, Anastassiou, G. and 
Rachev, S.T., Eds., Plenum Press, New York, 1994, 321-337). His paper contains Theorem 5 (i). 
Kozubowski's proof of  these results is quite different from ours. It is based on the properties of 
stable densities. Moreover, his paper contains Theorem 3, but without the assertion about mode 0 
for 1 < ot < 2. Note that our proof of  Theorem 3 is immediate, whereas Kozubowski's proof of his 
result is based on Yamazato's theorem on the unimodality of  distributions of  the class L. 
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